Round & About - By Judas Iscariot
It was a bright cold day in London, and the clocks were striking thirteen. The
Speaker departs and BARRY REAMSBOTTOM empties his locker, hands in his pass and
leaves the House of Commons for the last time. But in the evening in Brighton another
drama was being played out as hundreds of delegates trooped into the THISTLE HOTEL
to launch the Grandee campaign to re-elect MARK SERWOTKA. A senior pfl agent
reports:
This was possibly the worst case of sycophantic brown-nosing in the history of civil
service trade unionism if not the whole of the trade union movement.
Ever. The organiser, probably MARTIN JOHN, had strangely
underestimated the number of cannon-fodder and stooges who wanted
to pay homage to MAREK. The original 180 odd seat venue had to be
extended by the hotel staff to accommodate more like twice that
number. SERWOTKA, who arrived soon after the official 6.00 pm start,
used the delay to press the flesh in the style of the American
presidential candidates he’s seen on the telly. All the speakers, in their
foaming agent
“personal capacity”, were seated under an official PCS (BERR) logo
backdrop. Hotel staff would not confirm whether rooms had been paid by PCS BERR, a
PCS political grouping or an individual PCS member.
SUE BOND, the leader of the SOCIALIST WANKERS in PCS, was given the task of
chairing the rally which she opened in her dull and uninspiring way concluding by reading
out a list of apologies from a number of nonentities wishing MARK every success in the
forthcoming poll. This was followed by the dynamic DWP President, JANE AITCHISON,
who claimed she had been a SERWOTKA supporter from the day he decided to challenge
BARRY REAMSBOTTOM in 2000. Her memory appears to playing tricks as she has
forgotten that LANNING was the original Grandee choice. JANE then rambled on about
how the evil RAMSBLADDER had stabbed CPSA activist AMANDA LANE in the back but
MAREK would never had done this. JOHN McINALLY (Lane’s partner) and half a dozen
old DE members applauded. No one else had a clue what the fuck she was on about.

(continued from page 1) AITCHISON then went on to stress that SERWOTKA was “one of
us” as he had donated £90,000 to PCS campaigns. This year’s accounts show that
SERWOTKA donated £4,000 which implies that he has paid £86,000 over the other years
that he’s been GS – which would be news to us.
JANE was then followed by ZITA HOLBOURNE with more crawling which was only
surpassed by the toadying of MR BEAN. Then SUE BOND claimed that Messrs LANNING
and BAUGH could not be with us because they were attending to other urgent union
business elsewhere. Which was odd because our agent had just seen BOFF chatting with
delegates some distance away, outside the FIDDLERS ELBOW.
SERWOTKA gave an unusually folksy speech peppered with references to Cardiff City FC
which were meaningless to most of the assembled audience. None of the Grandees
mentioned 4TM, JAKE WILDE or GOLDENBOY BRYSON by name but ranted on instead
about the ogre REAMSBOTTOM, who hasn’t shown his face at PCS conference since his
downfall, isn’t in the running and is barely eligible to stand even in the unlikely event that
he would want to.
When MADAME BOND introduced JANICE GODRICH our agent could bear no more,
made his excuses and left. No prominent Commissars or Independent Lefters were in the
audience though TONY CONWAY was spotted skulking around the fringes. Curiously
enough there was no collection.
SEVI DOES THE SPLITS
All the Grandees dashed off from the MAREK-FEST for an emergency NEC to discuss the
crisis in Metropolitan Police provoked by SEVI YESIDALLI who is pursuing a crackpot
scheme to break away from the union because she hasn’t been able to get back on the
NEC for the second year running. Earlier the Standing Orders committee had
demonstrated their incompetence by agreeing to A-mark a Met Police emergency motion
calling for a negotiated secession from our great and glorious union regardless of the fact
that similar futile motions from Neanderthal elements in the old IR had been regularly Xmarked in the past. SEVI, furious at Grandee attempts to launch an official investigation
into her expenses claims, was believed to be already touting for support beyond her own
group for her new “union”.

Breen -Outgoing

But SERWOTKA was clearly more pre-occupied with his own election
campaign rather than any sort of nonsense from the frankly irrational and
unstable SEVI. He directly asked DIANE BREEN, the outgoing 4TM NEC
member, whether they were going to contest the election and who their
likely candidate would be even though this had been plainly revealed in
yesterday’s communiqué. DIANE told him that the 4TM leadership would
be making a decision on Thursday and that she had nothing more to add.

Sadly, the ranks of the PCS DEMOCRAT heavyweights are somewhat depleted in
Brighton this week. STEVE COMER has been despatched by President GODRICH to
represent our “interests” at the Welsh TUC in Llandudno and IAN ALBERT is in hospital
having gall-bladder treatment. That leaves NEIL LICENSE in charge. He’s in Brighton but
no-one of any importance has seen him so far.

Incidentally ALBERT has been somewhat dilatory in performing his branch duties. Highcaste Ian was treasurer of DWP London HQ until October last year. He has still to hand
over the accounts to his successor who is now considering appealing to the Finance Office
at Falconcrest to help sort out the mess.

Sloane - Square

CHARLIE SLOAN is unwisely telling anyone who will listen that he has
not had a shag since 22nd January this year and was coming down to
Brighton “on the pull”. But he hasn’t struck lucky so far. His best hope
was when he lured a nubile female delegate back to his flat for “coffee”
Monday night. But when she saw the bizarre arrangement of his
accommodation (the bath is in the bedroom next to the bed) she took a
couple of gulps and fled.

One look at CHARLIE’s coiffure is enough to put anyone off though his jet black
conference quiff is somewhat less colourful than his hair efforts in previous years. He is,
however, making up for it by sporting a salmon pink drape jacket and diamanté “Elvis” belt
buckle at conference socials.
SLOAN’s usual partner is crime at conference is one TOM LOWRY, who sadly cannot be
here as he’s skint. So bad were his finances that he had to abandon his flat and move
back with his mother. There he pays her a modest fiver a week to enable him to pay off his
debts and build a nest egg, which he hopes will eventually be sufficient to buy up old
property, do them up and let. TOM RACHMAN believes he will then amass a property
empire that he’ll sell to retire to the Bahamas. In the meantime LOWRY will continue to
represent the good members in Keighley and Shipley Jobcentres. Given current economic
climate he’s likely to be doing that for a considerable period of time.
The normally pedestrian DCLG Group conference was a bit livelier this time round. During
a motion to save the Cunard building in Liverpool the GEC speaker said that our members
there had always worked for Cunard with inevitable consequences for NORA MILWARD’s
palantypists! (typists specialising in the use of ancient typewriters) Then CHRIS HICKEY
used his GEC speech to slag off the NEC and called on conference to support his views.
The hapless HICKEY was the only GEC member to lose his motion with even his own
CLG London branch opposing him.
Gone are the days of MOD socials with the free wine “tasting” so enjoyed by COLONEL
HARDING and his chums. Nothing was planned this year because the bone idle organiser
forgot to arrange one. Instead MOD delegates were invited to attend a “get-together” in the
bar of the JURY INNS HOTEL which, they were assured, would be free as this was an
“informal” gathering. This was very generous as the majority of MOD delegates are
booked into the JURY in the first place.
And going soon is poor old JOEL HIRSCH who is taking early
retirement at the grand old age of 61. The SWP dogsbody says
he’s going to spend his golden years writing an autobiography of
his lifetime of struggle in (or with) the union movement.

Joel - Going

The Libertarian Writes:
For Life, Liberty and Property
I appeal to my fellow Libertarians. I know you are out there. Come and join me. Help me share the Libertarian Light with
the socially conditioned drones and gatekeepers who are all here to provide the illusion of opposition to the State.
Remember, Nothing is as it seems...

I know people will call me a conspiracy nut, but just look at the FACTS.
Let's start by asking a few questions both inside the union and outside in the “real” world:
Why have so many prominent figures in the union suddenly disappeared in recent years?
Where are DONNELLAN, UNDY, DUGGAN, BOYLE, HEMINGWAY?
Why is a full colonel in the British Army allowed to pose every year as a delegate?
Why has the Union Branch at Deepcut never submitted a motion on the mass slaughter which took place
under their noses?
If I asked 27 members to vote in the recent NEC elections and 13 of them did (48.148%) why are we being told
that less than 10% of the members voted in those elections?
And, beyond these four walls, is it only me, or are Swine Flu, MP's corrupt expense claims, so called Global
Warming and the bursting of the Global Financial Fraud Bubble just too convenient a set of distractions to be
believed?
And have you noticed how the logo on the Brighton Centre, if you look at it sideways is a blatant
representation of a giant mosquito, proboscis extended?!
What does all this mean? It means that we're being lied to from almost every direction. But more of that later
in the week. Meanwhile, lets take a look at the first day's motions, the very first of which illustrates the scale
of the problem we're up against:
Motion A1: Oppose
It's all right there in one motion: the collectivist utopianism, the frontal attack on private property, the intent
to keep citizens sucking on the teet of the Mammy State, dependent on it for their jobs, their centrally
controlled child and youth indoctrination education and even their personal health and protection. Tossed with
a light salad of hobbled free trade and suppression of free speech and association. What could possibly go
wrong?
Motion A3: Oppose
Here we see the collectivists openly exposing their priorities to the public gaze. The global financial system is
going down the plughole taking the savings of millions with it. What are they worried about here? Their own
jobs!
Motion A8: Oppose
Bit more subtle this one. The role of the union here is to provide sufficient opposition to the alleged intent of
the State to reduce its own size and power, in the hope that government can then use the resulting groundswell
of public opposition to justify abandoning its own plans. Clever stuff.
Motion A20: Oppose
Modern day slaves are somewhat more expensive to maintain than their forebears but, in order to smother the
fact of their slavery, it is necessary to provide the illusion that they “negotiate” the terms and conditions of
their maintenance. Smoke and Mirrors.
PFLCPSA NEWS
We welcome delegates new and old to the annual jamboree. The imams are always available, albeit,
often in spirit only, to advise and guide you. We will also help reduce the burden of reality and the excess
cash painfully rattling around in your pockets. In return we expect your undivided loyalty and obedience.
When we text Flash Mob instructions, we expect an instant response. You can't break eggs without making
an omelette. Apologies to Elaine Anderson. I deleted the image.
Did I mention T-Shirts? £10 and, on request, due to an accident in the Supply Chain, we can now
offer the short sleeved version. Orders submitted today will be delivered tomorrow morning.
Last chance to submit stories is at the daily debriefing in the Old Ship – 10.30pm.
It's your round.
Drunkards and gluttons will be reduced to poverty. If all you do is eat and sleep, you will soon be wearing rags. Proverbs 23:21

